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ABSTRACT

Keywords

With the generalization of network-enabled devices such as
smart phones, slate computers and tablets, new challenges
await the eHealth research community. Indeed, these devices
should not only integrate seamlessly into the daily workflow, but their usage must appear as ordinary as possible to
the different caregivers. Using RESTful architectures, it is
possible to model custom objects in the health domain as
resources, interact with them and combine them to mashup
applications, enhancing and facilitating in a natural way the
work of caregivers.
We claim that embedding eHealth workflows into the Web
of Things is not only possible, but even enhances the whole
process. An alert is no more an isolated event, but becomes
connected to other resources providing additional information about its general context. In this paper, we illustrate
some of the challenges of bringing REST to the eHealth domain by studying an existing hospital laboratory alerts system and by proposing to generalize it in order to encompass
the whole escalating process and exchanges of information
among caregivers, patients and their medical records.

Web of Things, REST, ROA, eHealth, Smart Alert System

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.11 [Software]: Software Architectures—Service-oriented
architecture (SOA); C.2.4 [Computer Systems Organization]: COMPUTER-COMMUNICATION NETWORKS—
Distributed applications; J.3 [Computer Applications]:
LIFE AND MEDICAL SCIENCES—Health

General Terms
Design, eHealth
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the widespread acceptance of smart phones
and other network-enabled devices such as slate computers
and ”post-PC” tablets has reached a level where developers
can seriously start thinking about how to integrate them into
our daily lives in order to make our surrounding professional
environments smarter. One of the main challenges of this
undertaking is to make the manipulation of these new tools
as ordinary as possible for the professionals using them. Using RESTful architectures, it is possible to model custom
objects as resources, interact with them and combine them
to mashup applications, enhancing and facilitating in a natural way the work of professionals. Thus, we strongly believe
that the key architecture for a seamless integration of these
new resources is REST and RESTful services [10]. Several
research papers show that they have many advantages over
fully fledges WS-* web-services [9, 5, 3, 6, 8, 4].
eHealth existed before the upcoming of smart devices.
These tools, however have opened new possibilities and perspectives in this domain. eHealth is a well established research and application domain. It is becoming the standard
for health-care. Already today one can see the emergence
of computers and other connected devices into health-care.
A prominent example is the acquisition of images by computer tomography. Unlike X-ray radiographs, the images
obtained from a computer tomography only exist in the digital world. However, there are still many open challenges regarding eHealth, among them privacy and security and the
seamless integration of computer aided tasks in the daily
business. Other examples can be found in [2].
For a funded applied research project, we were confronted
with these two domains. We had to design and implement
a smart alert escalation system in hospital environments.
The system should seamlessly integrate into the daily workflow, giving caregivers the needed information at the right
time without disturbing them with non relevant information. Conducting this research allowed us to draw two very
interesting conclusions: 1. With the right choices for the

architecture and for the escalation framework, it becomes
possible to generalize the presented case to many other situations. This paper will focus on an eHealth use-case, but we
will give a few hints about other situations and use-cases;
2. By considering the different participants in a hospital as
resources within a WoT and with the help of a RESTful architecture, is it possible to greatly enhance the alert system
toward a global eHealth one.
In order to best illustrate our findings, this paper focuses
first on a concrete use-case for a hospital alerts escalation
system. In its second part, the paper describes an extended
use-case, where almost everything becomes a resource and
can be accessed in a RESTful manner. This illustrates the
advantages of RESTful architectures in the eHealth domain.

2.

THE ORIGINAL ALERT SYSTEM

Several alerting systems have been proposed over the past
years [1, 7, 13]. They all have in common that they try to
solve the global problematic in a smart way. Indeed, creating an alert system involves the resolution of several challenges. Among them, it has to be ensured that alerts reach
their destinations or that the system can handle delivery
failures. Furthermore, the receiving devices might not all be
the same and use the same technology. The system must
handle this heterogeneity. Besides these technical aspects,
a good alert system also has to fulfill some psychological
guidelines. Sending too many unrelated alerts, for example,
would be counterproductive. People will get bored and stop
checking or acknowledging them. User studies have been
made [12] in order to determine success criteria for such systems. Furthermore, systems like [2] show the emergence of
eHealth application using embedded and connected devices.
Using such equipments to monitor patients and sending out
alerts in case of critical conditions is just one step further in
the development of eHealth.

2.1

Requirements

Today’s healthcare remains largely paper-based. Patient’s
medical files are on paper, medical analysis results are on
paper, some other documents exist only on paper and are
added manually to the patients file. This approach is cumbersome. The focus of this project is to provide a seamless user experience when working with information about
a patient especially when dealing with automated medical
laboratory results, such as a blood analysis. Today most
hospitals already have in use software systems to handle
such analysis and the associated results in electronic form.
A caregiver will for example take blood samples and fill out
a sheet to select which analyses have to be done. Upon
arriving at the laboratory, this sheet is scanned, processed
automatically and inserted into the system. By scanning the
sheet, a bar-code is generated which has to be sticked on each
blood sample. They will then wait for being analyzed. Immediately after the laboratory has done the required tests,
the results are inserted into the system and added to the
electronic form created earlier. As soon as the results are
introduced into the system, a caregiver can check them. Besides, the system does some automatic checking for abnormal values. This process of checking for critical values can
be seen as a black box with some business logic doing well
what it was designed for. If critical values are found, the
accountable caregiver has to be informed promptly about
them. Today, this information is passed through phone calls.

A secretary is monitoring the database for new critical results and if one happens, he informs the accountable caregiver of it. The caregiver takes then the responsibility to
handle this case in a suitable manner. Since this system is
for a hospital environment it is essential to have a record of
who did what, e.g to decide upon responsibilities. The above
process has many drawbacks. It requires manual intervention and monitoring of the alerts database. Additionally,
the accountable caregiver may not be reachable at the time
of the alert. Thus, the secretary has to decide which is the
next caregiver to alert. Such an approach is not only cumbersome, but also time-consuming and error prone.
We collaborated with a medical software company specialized in the development of IT solutions in the eHealth
domain. Actually, it offers a complete solution for an automated medical laboratory system, which we will call AMLS.
Through this application, doctors and laboratories can stay
in touch. Besides holding the results of each analysis, The
AMLS system does some verification in order to search for
critical results in each analysis. However, it is up to a person
to check for new critical results and inform the accountable
caregiver. Based on the scenario presented above and the
installation already in place, we propose a solution seamlessly integrated into the Web of Things. The system conducting the analysis and doing the verification of the results
should be integrated into the solution as much as possible.
The process of alerting a caregiver should feel natural and
should not overwhelm him with alerts he is not accountable
for. In this chapter, we will focus on how to enhance this
system with a smart escalating alert framework to overcome
these problems.
Handling alerts in a smart and autonomous manner implies several technical decisions. At some point, an alert will
be sent to a device. However, some caregivers use smartphones with the Android or the iPhone operating system,
others prefer receiving a SMS and when abroad many would
prefer a phone call. Thus, an alert system has to handle
these different technologies without requiring human intervention to deliver the alert. Additionally, a caregiver might
want to register more than one device, using either of them
depending on the task he is actually doing. He might for
example use a tablet pc during medical visits, but is more
likely to only have his smartphone in his office. Another
important point is the handling of failures. Since alerts are
about critical results, it has to be ensured that at least one
caregiver will take care of the alert and handle it accordingly.
Thus, an alert needs some sort of escalation system where
the alert is propagated to someone else if the first caregiver
either rejects it or does not answer it. Since the use-case is
in a hospital environment, security and privacy need to be
ensured. Security is related to the escalation of alerts. The
system needs to know at any time in which state an alert
is (open or accepted) and who is actually in charge of it.
To ensure the successful delivery of such an alert, the final
option in the escalation list will always be a phone call. As
for the privacy, very strict confidentiality policies apply for
most medical documents.

2.2

Design Considerations

The actual deployed business solution is composed of two
parts. The first one consists in a client application, which
proposes a complete interface to the AMLS database containing all the analysis data. The second one is the smart

Figure 1: Alert escalation over two caregivers

alert software, which connects the caregivers’ devices to the
database; forwards an alert according to its escalation list;
and monitors its status. Immediately after a critical result is
detected, this new framework starts creating the appropriate
alert. The latter can be seen as a bucket containing information about a critical result and its actual state. For each
alert, a notification is sent. The framework proposes a transparent way to handle the different underlying mechanisms
for successfully delivering a notification. As new technologies will emerge, it is sufficient to create a new adapter for
this device and plug it into the framework.
Since these notifications are out of the hospital control,
special care has to be taken regarding privacy issues. Caregivers are required to respond to the medical confidentiality.
The same applies for documents concerning patients and by
that also the notifications. Thus, sending information about
critical results in an analysis over systems which are out of
the scope of the hospital would imply a breach of secrecy.
To avoid this situation, the notification does not contain any
information related to the patient or to the actual content
of the alert. It rather contains a link (i.e. a URI), where
the doctor can check the details and see which result has
created the alert and for which patient. Since this interaction is done over HTTP, standard web mechanisms such as
HTTPS for protecting and securing access to resources is
applied. The refusal or validation of an alert is also done
directly on the web server. Thus, alerts can be seen like
first-class citizen resources in a WoT ecosystem. Architecting the alerts as a RESTful resources has several advantages.
Besides the privacy issues mentioned before, such an architecture is not restricted to one application for handling the
alerts, but rather every web-enabled device can be used to
check, refuse, or validate them. Of course, not all CRUD1
actions are allowed on these resources. It is for example
not allowed to delete an alert. However, consultation and
modification are possible. Modifications include the refusal
and validation of alerts. This approach allows the creation
of interesting mashup applications in the eHealth domain as
we will see in Chapter 3.
One of the requirements discussed in Section 2.1 is the
necessity to ensure that each alert will be handled by some
caregiver. As it might happen that the caregiver who initiated the analysis is not available when critical results are
detected, somebody else has to take care of it. Thus, let us
introduce the following two concepts: 1. Each alert has an
owner. The owner designates the caregiver in charge of the
patient and usually the caregiver who asked for the analysis. The owner is also the person who will be alerted first;
1
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2. Besides, we introduce the concept of alert delegate. An
alert delegate is the caregiver currently in charge of a given
alert. This might be the same person as the alert owner, but
it can be somebody else. These two concepts are the core of
the escalation mechanism. Imagine the following situation:
caregiver A requested for an analysis and a critical result is
detected. Thus, he will get a notification and should take
care of it. However, at the time of receiving the notification,
he is occupied with another patient. The system has to react to such a situation and find somebody else who will take
care of the situation. Thus, the alert will get a new delegate which will receive a new notification. Figure 1 shows
such an escalation. Yet, the system will not escalate in a
random manner. The escalation of an alert is predictable
and given by the system. A hospital is divided in several
sections. Thus, at least each section has a different way of
escalating alerts. This is why each alert has an associated
escalation list, dictating which will be the next alert delegate. Therefore, we propose as underlying architecture the
one of Figure 2.

Figure 2: Simplified class model for the alert system

2.3

The Implemented Prototype and its Generalization

Based on the requirements of Section 2.1 and the design
considerations of Section 2.2, we propose the following architecture: AMLS is preserved and continues to be used to
consult the details of an analysis. Also, the core of AMLS,
which encapsulates the business logic for the search of critical results in analysis, is kept as part of the implemented
system. Figure 3 gives an overview of the involved components. On the top is the AMLS business logic and its
database. Below sits the Smart alert framework, handling
everything related to alerts.
AMLS scans each medical analysis to find critical results.
If such a result is found, a new entry is created in the Alerts
database. This database is the contact point between the
two systems. The smart alert framework reads from this
database, creates the necessary alerts and notifications and
ensures that somebody will take care of if. In order to
achieve this task, the framework is divided into three subsystems: one for sending the notifications, one for handling
the escalation and one for giving access to alerts. The subsystem responsible for sending the notification relies on several adapters as discussed in Section 2.2. The escalation
system is built in a similar manner. There are several lists
depending on the needs of a hospital. In our use-case these
are just simple linked list.
Finally, the Web component is responsible for serving incoming requests for consulting or modifying alerts. It exposes several resources which can be accessed, browsed and
linked to in a RESTful manner. Figure 4 gives an overview

Figure 3: An Automatic Medical Laboratory System (AMLS) enhanced with the Smart Alert framework
of the available resources. As already discussed the Alert
resource is the central one and sits at the heart of the system. Furthermore, the relations between the resources are
translated into links. By that, each alert will, for example,
contain a link to a Caregiver resource. The Device resource
contains information about a device (e.g. its type and its
priority). Using priorities makes it possible to send the first
notification to one device and if there is no answer after a
given time, to forward it to a second one, without changing
the alert delegate. Since an analysis is always initiated by
a caregiver and alerts are treated by a caregiver it makes
sense to model them as resource too.
The last resource in Figure 4 is the Escalation list. Each
alert has an associated escalation list. In our case this is just
a simple list containing caregivers. Nevertheless, other systems are possible. One could imagine a system taking into
account the current schedule of caregivers, and choosing the
next alert delegate based on an availability criterion. In a
broader case, the presented architecture allows two interesting generalizations:

Figure 4: Identified Resources
First, it is possible to reuse the same architecture for alerting systems in other domains. In [11] we presented a use-case
of an alert system for firefighters. The use-case was based
on voluntary firefighters and how they organize in case of
an alert. While current organization involves several phonecalls, this paper proposed a way to approach this problem
involving smart alerts. Immediately after a new incident is

reported to the fire central, some firefighters have to be dispatched. British firefighters for example, are organized in
areas, groups, and stations. The alert has to collect enough
firefighters willing to accept the mission. As for the system
presented in this chapter, the same requirements apply. It
has to be ensured that somebody takes care of the event.
Furthermore, the fact that the notification does not contain
any data, but rather a link to a given alert seems to be a
smart choice for this scenario too. Depending on the alert,
only a reduced number of firefighters may be needed. Thus,
the link in the notification would lead each firefighter to a
WebSocket enabled resource, where he cannot only refuse or
validate the alert, but also see how many colleagues have already committed and how many are still needed. In order to
adapt the current system to this use-case, only few changes
would be needed. The escalation list, for example, would
not be a simple list but would rather have a tree structure.
Again, this change would not require any major architectural modifications. The attentive reader will notice that
changing the escalation list business logic does not change
its RESTful API.
Second, Figure 4 reveals another interesting detail: the
alert resource points to some other resources, the WoT Cloud.
This is not a simple resource as the other ones. It is more
a link to other possibly interesting elements of information
related to alerts. The important point is that the alert resource is the entry point to a whole eco-system. From an
alert, it is possible to go to the associated caregiver but it
would also be possible to go to other resources living in the
WoT. We shall elaborate on this idea in the next chapter.

3.

THE EXTENDED VISION

When looking at the use-case presented in Chapter 2 and
the proposed architecture, it appears that the system, although working, lacks some functions which would allow
working with it in a more natural manner. The end of Section 2.3 and Figure 4 already opened the discussion about
additional resources. To identify interesting resources lacking in Figure 4, one has first to look a the daily business
at some hospital or medical practice. A hospital is not only
populated by caregivers, but also by other people (like visitors, administrative staff, cleaning staff, or patients). A patient has some general information like a name, or a phone
number, similar to a caregiver. Still, patients are different
since each one has its own medical record. These records
are kept in a drawer-shelf organized alphabetically. Such a
record contains, among others, information about past consultations, X-ray, analysis results and so on. In the morning,
the doctor’s assistant will fetch the medical records for the
first patients from this drawer-shelf. During the consultation, the doctor may add some more information. Afterward, the medical record is put back in the drawer-shelf.
Since we are trying to build a system which reflects as much
as possible today’s processes, we claim that, besides the
alerts of Chapter 2, caregivers, patients, and medical records
should also be modeled. Figure 5 gives an overview of the
currently discussed resources. Since this vision is an extension from the use-case presented in Chapter 2, they have
some of them in common. The interested reader will notice
that other staff has no dedicated resource. This comes from
the fact, that they are not directly concerned by a patients
medical treatment.
Figure 5 depicts the relationship between these resources.

Figure 5: Adding more Resources to the system

In Chapter 2 we saw that an alert always has an associated
escalation list. Moreover, the alert owner and delegate are
both of type caregiver. One new part with respect to the
design presented in the previous chapter, is the Patient resource. This will be the primary place to fetch any further
information related to a patient. As shown in Figure 5, a patient is connected with almost every other resource. He can
have many caregivers in charge of him. This comes from the
fact that a patient’s caregiver may change between different
stays at the hospital. This is especially true, if the patient
is treated for different diseases. Furthermore, several alerts
can exist for a given patient. This can have different reasons.
A patient may have multiple analysis done during one stay,
or he may stay several times at a hospital, each time needing
a new analysis. Whereas the patients’ resource only contains
general information about the patient, it does not contain
anything about his health condition. Notes of medical consultations, medications, or X-ray radiographs are stored in
the Medical Record resource. Ideally, each patient has exactly one medical record containing all his medical history
in a given hospital. This resource can merely be seen as
list of blobs. Each blob can contain any structured or unstructured data. Besides, a blob can also contain or link to
more complex data like an X-ray radiograph or a ECG 2
recording. Each relation in Figure 5 translates into a link
to other resources. As such, the representation of a patient
contains information about himself but also a link to his
medical record. This design allows browsing, and discovering resources related to a patient.
The entry point of Chapter 2 use-case was a patients blood
analysis. It described how critical results can be escalated
to caregivers. However, the analysis itself was out of focus.
This is mainly because in the actual implementation, caregivers desire to continue to use AMLS to consult analysis
results. With this choice, the system currently in place can
continue to work. Yet, in a world completely immersed into
the WoT, it should be possible to access these results in a
RESTful manner. Imagine for example, a patient who has
his cholesterol determined by an analysis. It is possible that
the determined value does not raise an alert but that the
doctor should discuss it with the patient as so to propose
some possible changes in the patients’ nutrition to reduce
his cholesterol value. To do so, we need to introduce a new
resource, the Analyis resource.
The introduction of the analysis resource adds some other
benefits. When an alert is raised for a given result and
2
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notifications are sent out; the receiver of the notification will
check the alert. In the use-case of Chapter 2 the content of
an alert was limited to some basic information about the
patient and the value which raised the alert. However, since
analyses were out of the scope of the system, a caregiver
had no seamless integrated way to consult the results of an
analysis. He had either to come back to a paper version
of the results or to connect to the AMLS system from his
desktop. Additionally, having a look at the result sheet of
an analysis upon receiving a notification of an alert, permits
to put the critical values into some context. As depicted in
Figure 5, the analysis resource sits between the alert and the
patient one. An alert always refers to a given analysis and
an analysis is always associated to a patient. By transitivity,
an alert is thus always associated to a patient.
Another newly introduced resource is the Laboratory one.
Each analysis is executed by exactly one laboratory. Yet,
a hospital can work with several different laboratories, depending on the type of analysis. Furthermore, our use-case
foresees that a caregiver might not only work in one hospital. Many doctors work in a hospital and have their own
practice. Since analyzing blood sample is the daily business
of caregivers, such a doctor might work with different laboratories. Nevertheless, he wants to receive alerts from all
of them. In this scenario, it makes sense to model the laboratory as a resource. If the caregiver gets informed about
a critical result which requires further analysis to be done,
contacting the associated laboratory becomes easy.
Architecting the system using such a resource oriented
way has several advantages over the actual system. The
most obvious one is the liberation from the solution bound to
personal computers. A scenario illustrating this statement
would be the daily visits in a hospital. Each patient would
have a NFC3 wristlet instead of a plastic one. Upon arriving
at the patients bed, the caregiver scans the wristlet and the
associated resource will open on his device. Since everything
is architected as resources which are, according to RESTful
principles, linked together, the caregiver can now browse this
information just as he would pick up the clipboard from the
patients bed and flick through it.
Furthermore, adding a new resource, like a room, would
be easy. Once the resource is designed and made available
through a proper URI, it is very easy to integrate and link
it to other ones. Thus, a patient would be linked to ”his”
room in which he is staying. Users of the system would then
immediately discover this new resource and can start using
it.
Most of the resource presented in Figure 5 are really simple and represent almost static things. While the phone
number of a caregiver might change, it implies only an atomic
operation on the resource to update it and reflect the new
state. The same applies, for example, for the medical record.
During each consultation, a new entry is added to the patients medical record. Such changes are atomic and do not
require special care. Things changes when talking about the
implementation of the analysis resource. An analysis is an
ongoing process which has different stages during its life cycle. Moreover, some steps involved in a given analysis can
be executed in parallel. This allows for a decomposition of
the problem. A possible approach is to reuse the design proposed in [11]. The process of a blood analysis can be seen
3
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as a long lasting decomposable process. This process can be
followed starting with its root URI and continuing with its
sub-URIs until it is finished.

4.

CONCLUSION

We identified the challenge of designing an integrated RESTful systems in the eHealth domain. The emphasis was first
set on the alerting mechanisms of the system, but we also
enlarged this vision and proposes a scenario completely embedded in the WoT. The starting point of our considerations
was the daily business in a hospital or a doctor’s office. We
then tried to model the objects implied in this daily business as resources and expressed their natural relation by
using links. Replacing the current human operated system
with one based on network enabled tools, will only work if
the daily business will still feel natural and will be improved.
With this purpose in mind, it seems that REST is a good
candidate for modeling the world as it really is. Having a
resource for each major physical object implied in a process
is a plus. Easy access to these resources is also a plus. A
standardized interface for accessing all the resources makes
their usage simple. Finally, the HATEOAS4 principles allow
to start using all these resources right from any web enabled
device. Besides, new resource will seamlessly integrate into
the system, since they can be discovered just by browsing
known ones.
The most important question when building an eHealth
system is always to ask whether the quality of the medical support gets improved or not. From this perspective,
one of the advantages of the presented system is the greatly
enhanced response time to critical incidents. Reducing the
time between the detection of a critical result and the successful transmission of this information to the right caregiver
can be life-saving. Furthermore, the system can handle its
own failures in the delivery of notifications and give guaranties about the delivery of them. This is an important feature, since it would not be acceptable that an alert remains
open without anybody noticing it.
A prototype based on the scenario of Chapter 2 is currently tested by caregivers in collaboration with a medical
software company and a regional hospital. This application
is only a starting point to a broader usage of IT systems in
the health domain. We believe that REST will be an enabling technology for eHealth together with the increasing
business use of smartphones and pads. It fulfills all aspects
regarding usability but also regarding security and privacy
of the data. The implementation of a prototype based on
the extended vision of Chapter 3 is under discussion and will
depend from the results gathered from the field tests of our
first prototype.
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